About CatWalk Pros:

CatWalk Pros is a fashion show production firm that specializes in model management,
scouting, training and branding, founded in Los Angeles California by Sandra Ward, and
now based in Miami, Florida (in partnership with Vernet Pegues) a prime location for
scouting and developing models.
Our team has a combine 30+ years of experience in the fashion industry.
We represent high fashion models for luxury brands, designers, corporations and highend clients. Our model roster includes runway and print models, trade show models,
spokes models and event models.
We have produced national and international fashions shows and trained models
worldwide. CatWalk Pros have been part of the production team for Miami Fashion
Week. We have produced fashion shows for The Magic Johnson Foundation and Los
Angeles Fashion Week.
CatWalk Pros has close working relationships with some of the most prestigious
modeling agencies and photographers. We work with top industry professionals and list
clients nationally and internationally.

The CatWalk Pros team is a group of dedicated women with a passion for community
service, and expertise in a variety of areas who are committed to improving the lives of
children in the community.
CatWalk Pros offers a 2-day summer Fashion Boot Camp “A Give Back to the
Community” for tweens and teens. This unique camp provides a wonderful experience
for all. Participants are coached by the Pros, they learn Good posture, modeling, the art
of conversation, grooming, dining skills, table manners and the importance of nutrition
and exercise as a lifestyle. Our goal is to utilize fashion as a vehicle to provide young
men and women with the essential tools for building confidence and self-esteem.
We have created an annual fashion event “Miami Fashion Launch” The Miami
Fashion Launch experience includes an exciting evening of fashion, music, and
entertainment. Miami Fashion Launch features and promotes new and upcoming
fashion designers, models, dancers, singers, performers, makeup artists, hair
stylists, photographers and fashion artist.
The 2nd Annual Miami Fashion Launch is schedule for Saturday October 31 and
Sunday December 1, 2015 at the Little Haiti Cultural Complex. Save the
Date!!

